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The challenge
Described as “the United Kingdom’s innovation agency”, Innovate UK is
a non-departmental public body designed to stimulate the economy by
driving innovation in the marketplace.
Since 2007, the organisation has invested £2.2 billion in supporting UK
business. As a result, more than 11,000 projects have received funding
which in turn has created around 70,000 jobs and added an estimated £16
billion of value to the UK economy.
“Because of the support that Innovate UK provides, we can offer ways for
companies to be bolder, and more daring in exploring new avenues,” says
Applications and Assessment Team Leader James Danek.
In 2017, the rising volume of applications led Innovate UK to consider a data
solution to support their applications assessment team. “As a public body,
accurate and effective allocation of public expenditure is a primary concern
for Innovate UK,” said James.

The solution
Analytics Engines devised COBALT Grant Manager –
a solution which utilises a range of innovative analyticsbased technologies including Machine Learning, Text
Analytics and Natural Language Processing to perform
several key tasks, specifically:

•
•
•

automate identifying duplicate and
potentially frauduelnt applications
perform similarity checks for multiple
submissions of the same application
assign applications to assessors
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The solution is delivered via a comprehensive and responsive user
interface. COBALT Grant Manager automates the process of checking
applications to ensure companies are not making fraudulent submissions.
“We were looking for a product that didn’t exist in the marketplace – so we
knew we were looking for a supplier that was very open-minded, open to
change and able to look at things in a different way,” he said.

The impact
“Previously it would have been a very heavy task for myself and colleagues
to go and match assessor allocation for a smart competition,” says James.
“It would have taken us four days to get it right. We can now all get a very
balanced and reasonable assessor allocation out of Grant Manager within
around two minutes of accessing the system and uploading the data. This
presents us with the opportunity to be more critical of the assessments
and the applications that we’re making.”
The Innovate UK team also found that the system was “incredibly accurate”
- around 96%-97% accuracy on the skills match for assessors.
“The accuracy is phenomenal - about 5% better than we can do by hand,
but importantly done much more quickly. The system is giving us much
more accurate and better results, and at a speed that we can’t match by
hand,” says James.

97% Accuracy

4 Days to Minutes

The accuracy with which Cobalt
Grant Manager is able to match
applications to assessors.

Average time saved allocating
assessors using Cobalt Grant
Manager.

“ The Analytics Engines team have been extremely
communicative and supportive throughout the process
and were very keen to find ways to assist and support us. ”
James Danek
Applications and Assessment Team Leader
Innovate UK
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At Analytics Engines,
we see data differently.
Our expert team delivers creative, agile
data solutions, which are as unique
as the challenges they solve.
Arrange a Free Data Clinic Session by visiting
analyticsengines.com or by contacting us on 028 9066 9022
or by emailing us at datajourneys@analyticsengines.com
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